Chief Technology Officer and Co-Founder
DigitalDataFactory / sportsplatform.de
Be the ONE to build the future of Entertainment !

The Role
We are building an amazing B2B SaaS platform for modern Entertainment businesses, Sports Club’s
and Leagues. Our founding team consists of industry experts with more than 20 years’ experience in
the Sports, Media, IT and Entertainment business. Our vision is to “Build the future of
Entertainment” with an Data driven and AI focused cloud platform.
In partnership with our founders the role focuses on building the platform on public cloud
infrastructure. Together with our partners at Microsoft and Google we expect our CTO to envision,
architect, develop and build the platform using modern technologies and leveraging cloud services
from these vendors. In addition, the Chief Technology Officer is responsible for building and leading a
team of highly technical experts and thought leaders to drive industry digital transformation forward.
Our Chief Technology Officer and Co-Founder
is responsible to envision, develop, architect and build our core platform.
The role requires an excellent strategic leader with vision, collaborator and communicator (verbal
and written), able to present insights in concise and effective manner to a variety of stakeholders.
You will need to demonstrate deep technical knowledge to be able to articulate our technical
strategy, competitive differentiation and core value propositions of our platform and technologies.


The primary responsibilities include – Envision, develop, architect, and build our core
platform.



Build highly technical capabilities and skills across our tech team, and ensure first-class
development. Foster a culture of excellence that attracts world class talent.



Actively participate in community work. Demonstrate and share best practices.



Establish strong relationships with Microsoft and Google technical teams to facilitate high
impact interactions and to deliver strong results.



Display exceptional integrity and executive presence in dealing with both internal and
external senior leaders

Experiences Required:


Real passion for technology, incl. knowledge of application development practices



Strong technical know-how in Cloud Technologies (Azure, AWS, GCP) and DevOps



Deep understanding of ETL, Datalake, TensorFlow, ML and Deep Learning technologies



A plus would be understanding of Python, R and Kubernetes



Keen analytical skills that enable resolution of complex business and technical issues.



Strong interpersonal, verbal, and written communication skills



Good decision-making skills, conflict resolution, and follow through with customers and
partners
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BS/BA degree or comparable experiences



Leadership skills and proven experience in building, leading and developing technical teams



Understanding of #startuplife

If you want to take the next challenge in your career building the future of Entertainment and if you
are willing to life the #startuplife
…then we would love hearing from you
We highly value diversity, life experiences and different viewpoints and foster a culture of risk taking
and approaches to challenges in new and different ways. We fully trust in the concept of the
“Modern way of work” and balancing life with work. Our modern platform allows you to handle your
schedule in the most efficient way. We understand that the “Experience Required” section is a
“Wish-you-what” list and want to encourage you to apply if you think you bring the right skills and
the right attitude to our team even when you can’t tick all requirements.

